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ABSTRACT

*High And Dry* and *Fake Plastic Trees* by Radiohead are tracks from one album, *The Bends*. The both of the songs tell about people's fear. They fear of having their dreams broken whilst searching an ideal self-fulfillment that is end up in failed. This makes the writer interests to analyze *High & Dry* and *Fake Plastic Trees*, especially in search of self-existence.

In this case, the writer makes use of Derrida’s deconstruction theory to describe and analyze about nihilism concept in *High And Dry* and *Fake Plastic Trees*. The study limits its scope in the history of social condition of English expressed in the nihilistic of the postmodernism era, which inspires Radiohead to write these songs. As the result of the study, the analysis shows the popularity that people seek is self-defeating. They are tries create an image of their self that they feels is the ideal, but in actuality it is a false representation of their true being.
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